Reactions to a Low-Fat Milk Social Media Intervention in the US: The Choose 1% Milk Campaign
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Abstract: (1) Background: Social media has increased in importance as a primary source of health communication but has received little academic attention. The purpose of this study was to conduct a content analysis of Facebook comments made in response to a five-week statewide social media intervention promoting use of 1% low-fat milk. Formative research identified health messages to promote, and 16 health messages consistent with the Dietary Guidelines for Americans were posted. During the intervention, 454 Facebook users posted 489 relevant comments; (2) Methods: The themes of user comments were identified using mixed-methods with qualitative identification of themes supplemented by cluster analysis; (3) Results: Six broad themes with 19 sub-themes are identified: (a) sugar, fat, and nutrients, (b) defiant, (c) watery milk, (d) personal preference, (e) evidence and logic, and (f) pure and natural; (4) The subject of milk is surprisingly controversial, a contested terrain in the mind of the consumer with a variety of competing perspectives that influence consumption. Public reactions to a social media nutrition education intervention are useful in understanding audience psychographics toward the desired behavior, require continual efforts to monitor and manage the social media campaign, but provide an opportunity to maximize the utility of real-time interactions with your audience.
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1. Introduction

Saturated fat is an over-consumed nutrient in the American diet [1]. Since 1990, the Dietary Guidelines for Americans have been trying to get the US population to adopt 1% low-fat milk to reduce saturated fat consumption with limited success [2], and the recommendation to consume nonfat or 1% low-fat milk has become more explicit and more pervasive in each iteration of the Dietary Guidelines [3–7].

However, the evidence is that American consumers, by and large, have not heeded the recommendation. Figure 1 displays the 40-year trend in fluid milk sales in the US [8]. From 1975 to the early 1990s, whole milk sales plummeted as 2% milk sales increased while sales of other types of milk increased slightly during the late 1980s. In 1993, 2% milk sales exceeded whole milk sales for the first time and for the next decade whole and 2% milk sales were nearly identical. Since 2005, 2% milk sales have consistently surpassed whole milk sales. As of 2015, 1% low-fat and nonfat milk represents less than a third of all milk sales (30.0%), a figure that has not changed markedly during the last decade.
Unfortunately, the shift toward 2% milk consumption does not achieve the aim of the Dietary Guidelines for Americans to reduce consumption of saturated fat. Replacing whole and 2% milk with nonfat and 1% milk significantly reduces the amount of saturated fat and calories consumed at a population level [9]. Choosing 2% milk instead of whole milk reduces saturated fat from 5 g per cup to 3.5 g, a 30% reduction. In comparison, consuming 1% milk cuts the amount of saturated fat by 70% per cup.

Federal food and nutrition education programs promote adoption of the recommendations of the Dietary Guidelines for Americans [3]. Given the longstanding and consistent recommendation to consume 1% or nonfat milk, what reasons do consumers have for the slow adoption of low-fat milk? The major goal of this study is to report the spontaneous reactions of people who received one or more posts on their Facebook timeline during a five-week social media campaign on Facebook to promote consumption of 1% milk based on a content analysis of comments made by the public to the advertised posts. To our knowledge, this is the first study to report a content analysis of a social media nutrition education intervention. The reactions illustrate the competing perspectives toward the different types of milk and the utility of social media as a health promotion tool.

**Intervention**

The Oklahoma Nutrition Information and Education (ONIE) Project, a Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program Education (SNAP-Ed) social marketing project, is funded by the United States Department of Agriculture through the Oklahoma Department of Human Services. As a SNAP-Ed grantee, the ONIE Project promotes good nutrition and physical activity, with a low-income priority audience (<130% federal poverty level), especially among those who are eligible for the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP), formerly known as the Food Stamp Program.

SNAP is the largest food assistance program in the US. In 2014, Oklahoma had the 15th highest rate of SNAP participation in the US with a monthly average of 608,492 SNAP beneficiaries [10], or approximately one in six Oklahomans. SNAP recipients are free to choose what type of milk they will consume or to forego milk in favor of less healthy options such as sugar-sweetened beverages. Providing the SNAP population with nutrition information about healthy options consistent with the Dietary Guidelines for Americans [3] is the purpose of the SNAP-Ed program. The large number of SNAP recipients in Oklahoma gave the ONIE Project a sizable low-income audience for the social marketing intervention.
The purpose of this intervention, Choose 1% Milk, was to move higher-fat milk consumers to low-fat milk use. This multi-media social marketing intervention was the second of two interventions promoting low-fat milk use conducted by ONIE. The first, implemented in 2012, featured a local athletic celebrity and was implemented in the Oklahoma City media market. Using a quasi-experimental design, both pre- and post-intervention telephone surveys and milk sales data revealed a significant and positive change in 1% milk use in the intervention media market during the course of the intervention. [11,12]. The Choose 1% Milk intervention was implemented statewide over a five-week period. Social media, particularly Facebook, was a primary channel. Evaluation of milk sales data collected from 105 supermarkets located throughout the state of Oklahoma revealed that 1% milk sales increased significantly during the Choose 1% Milk intervention. The market share of 1% milk sold increased from 7.1% the week prior to the intervention to 10.1% immediately after it ended, a 42.9% relative increase. The overall quantity of milk sold did not significantly increase, suggesting that the increase in 1% milk sales was a result of high-fat milk users changing to 1% milk. In addition, nonfat milk sales did not significantly change, ruling out that nonfat milk users contributed to the increase in 1% milk sales.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

The campaign logo was the image of an arm reaching for a gallon of 1% milk, with the word “Choose” prominently displayed. The tag line was “Choose 1% Milk”, and the secondary tag line was “A Healthy Family Choice” (see Figure 2). The emphasis on choice came from studies of political communication by Luntz [13], and our own formative research that showed a positive reaction to messages conferring autonomy [14]. Similar to our previous intervention, the campaigns’ key messages sought to dispel the most common myths held by SNAP recipients about 1% milk [14] including the differences in the fat content between 2% and 1% milk, that 1% milk has the same vitamins and minerals as whole milk, 1% milk is not watered-down, and 1% milk is recommended for children age two and older. All advertisements posted on social media relied heavily on infographic images. These images were simple but clever, and key messages communicated nutrition information with only a few words.

![Choose 1% Milk Social Media Infographic](image)

Figure 2. Choose 1% Milk Social Media Infographic.

2.2. Participants

ONIE collected the data from Facebook users who chose to respond to the health promotion messages about 1% milk during the Choose 1% Milk intervention by writing a comment about the post. There were no recruitment efforts or solicitations to obtain comments beyond the appearance of the paid advertisement (post) on each individual’s timeline. In addition to residing in Oklahoma and adults age 18 and over, the characteristics of the individuals who would receive the post were specified when the advertisement was published on Facebook. Table 1 lists the priority audience profile for each
post. Each post was targeted to the Facebook users who fit one or more of the characteristics specified. No personal information was gathered, so how many were SNAP participants is not known but there is no evidence to suggest that the SNAP population is underrepresented on Facebook.

Table 1. Facebook Advertisements and Social Media Participation (2014).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Post #</th>
<th>Date Posted</th>
<th>Advertisement</th>
<th>People Reached</th>
<th>Post-Clicks</th>
<th>Likes</th>
<th>Shares</th>
<th>Comments Analyzed</th>
<th>Cost Per Engagement (Like, Comment, Share &amp; Post-Click)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9/16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fact: 1% milk has all the nutrients of 2%, but with half the fat. Priority Audience: Motherhood, fatherhood, parenting, parent, pregnancy, family and relationships</td>
<td>110,592</td>
<td>1042</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>$0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Add a little sunshine to your diet with 1% low-fat milk. It has all the Vitamin D of 2% milk. Priority Audience: Fans and friends of fans</td>
<td>52,608</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>$1.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/19</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Don’t be a bonehead! Next time you buy milk, choose 1%! Priority Audience: Motherhood, fatherhood, parenting, pregnancy, family, and relationships</td>
<td>73,888</td>
<td>2103</td>
<td>1387</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>$0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/21</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Did you know that 1% milk has all the vitamins and minerals as 2% milk, but with half the fat? <a href="http://chooseonepercent.com">http://chooseonepercent.com</a> Priority Audience: Motherhood, fatherhood, parenting, pregnancy, family, and relationships</td>
<td>99,424</td>
<td>745</td>
<td>655</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>$0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/24</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Build strong muscles and bones with 1% low-fat milk. It’s the ultimate protein drink! <a href="http://chooseonepercent.com">http://chooseonepercent.com</a> Priority Audience: Motherhood, fatherhood, parenting, pregnancy, family, and relationships</td>
<td>99,488</td>
<td>513</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>$0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/26</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>We all know 1% milk has less fat, but does it have less vitamin D? No! Priority Audience: Motherhood, fatherhood, parenting, pregnancy, family, and relationships</td>
<td>110,208</td>
<td>974</td>
<td>1081</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>$0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/26</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Fact: 1% milk is not watered down! It has all the calcium of 2%, but less saturated fat. <a href="http://chooseonepercent.com">http://chooseonepercent.com</a> Priority Audience: Fans and friends of fans</td>
<td>51,344</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>$1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/30</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Just the facts: 1% milk has all the protein, vitamin D and calcium of 2%, but with half the fat! Make the choice for a healthier you—and a healthier family. <a href="http://chooseonepercent.com">http://chooseonepercent.com</a> Priority Audience: Low-income, parenting, family, and fitness</td>
<td>28,864</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>$0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>FACT: 2% milk contains double the amount of fat found in 1%. Priority Audience: 18-65+</td>
<td>122,816</td>
<td>610</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>$0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Q: Which has more sugar, 1% milk or 2%? A: Trick question! They’re the SAME. Priority Audience: Parenting</td>
<td>120,704</td>
<td>674</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>$0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Lots of people believe the fat in milk is healthy, but the majority of studies show that 1% is a better choice. Priority Audience: Fans and friends of fans</td>
<td>68,640</td>
<td>699</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>$0.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Post #</th>
<th>Date Posted</th>
<th>Advertisement</th>
<th>People Reached</th>
<th>Post-Clicks</th>
<th>Likes</th>
<th>Shares</th>
<th>Comments Analyzed</th>
<th>Cost Per Engagement (Like, Comment, Share &amp; Post-Click)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>10/10</td>
<td>FACT: Once children reach 2 years of age, they don’t need the fat in 2% and whole milk to grow. 1% is the healthy choice! Priority Audience: Mother, fatherhood, and parenting</td>
<td>147,904</td>
<td>1053</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>$0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>10/13</td>
<td>On average, it takes 2 weeks to adjust to the taste of 1% milk and you still get the nine essential nutrients of milk! Priority Audience: Low-income</td>
<td>79,648</td>
<td>1077</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>$0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>10/14</td>
<td>Get your fats straight! Priority Audience: 18-65+</td>
<td>161,792</td>
<td>829</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>$0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>10/14</td>
<td>Kick the excessive sugars and additives in sports drinks. 1% milk is packed with vitamins and nutrients your body needs! Priority Audience: Parenting</td>
<td>102,112</td>
<td>402</td>
<td>481</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>$1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>10/17</td>
<td>Children need milk. The American Academy of Pediatrics recommends 1% milk after the child’s second birthday Priority Audience: Motherhood, fatherhood, parenting, pregnancy, family, and relationships</td>
<td>105,920</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>517</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>$0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10/17</td>
<td>Campaign ended</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>1,535,952</td>
<td>12,075</td>
<td>7145</td>
<td>452</td>
<td>592</td>
<td>$0.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. Statistical Analysis

The themes of Facebook comments were identified qualitatively by four raters, each reading the comments independently. Each rater read the comments repeatedly to become familiar with them and to identify themes. The themes were not mutually exclusive, as raters may have assigned one comment to more than one theme.

In addition, the qualitative approach was supplemented by the quantitative method of cluster analysis. The need for cluster analysis comes from the fact that the social media material lacks the context of a group conversation, such as occurs with a focus group. Rather, social media content is briefer and less contextual. Cluster analysis has been in regular use in the social sciences since the 1960s and new applications continue to be reported [15–17]. We introduce cluster analysis as a quantitative method to classify the content of the themes identified by the raters for each comment. For this study, the analysis was a cluster of cases. Each case was a theme identified by an individual rater and groups of similar themes were identified by cluster analysis [18–20].

To provide converging evidence, two measures of similarity were used. The first measure of similarity was the Dice coefficient. It can range from 0 to 1, with a higher score meaning more similarity [21]. The second measure of similarity was Yule’s Q, a correlation-like measure that ranges from −1 to +1, with a score of zero meaning no relationship [22]. A key property of Yule’s Q is that when one rater’s theme consists of a subset of comments from another rater’s theme, then Yule’s Q is equal to one, a relationship described as complete [23]. When Yule’s Q is higher than the Dice coefficient, this suggests that one theme may be more general than another, so inspection of the items is warranted to explore this possibility.

For both the Dice coefficient and Yule’s Q, themes were combined by average linkage between-groups. The final step in the analysis was again qualitative. The clusters of themes were examined qualitatively to verify similarities, and the raters reviewed the comments one last time to detect any themes that had not previously been identified.
3. Results

As seen in Table 1, during the Choose 1% Milk campaign, ONIE posted 16 different advertisements on Facebook. These advertisements were seen by 1.54 million people (reach). Reach is tracked by individual advertisement post not by the entire campaign, so this figure includes duplicated viewers who saw more than one of the posts. On average, each advertisement reached approximately 96,000 people (unique count). The total population in Oklahoma in 2014 was 3,878,051 people, meaning each advertisement was seen by 2.5% of the population [24]. A total of 8374 Facebook users engaged with the 16 posts by responding with a like, a share, or a comment. The 16 posts resulted in more than 12,000 clicks to read more about the topic, more than 7000 likes, and 452 shares. By definition, likes are positive endorsements of the message. A share indicates that the Facebook user shared the post on their timeline, which extends its reach to their family and friends. Another level of engagement is to write a comment, which may support or oppose the health message.

During the campaign, 454 Facebook users commented 592 times. Most commented only once (81.7%) or twice (12.8%), but 25 users (5.5%) commented three or more times. Of the 592 comments analyzed 103 (17.4%) were off topic, such as a thread in which users discuss diabetes with no reference to milk. Thus, there were 489 comments that related in some way to the health message about 1% milk.

The four raters individually read through these 489 comments and identified themes. The four raters identified 15, 18, 20, and 24 themes respectively for a total of 77 themes, some of which used very similar or the same words to describe the theme. These themes were subjected to cluster analysis so that themes sharing the same comments were grouped into similar clusters. Examination of the dendrogram suggested that a good solution was six broad thematic groups. A total of 19 more specific sub-themes emerged from within the broad thematic groups as summarized below in Table 2. In the final qualitative step, raters reviewed the comments and themes, and no additional themes were identified. Discussion of the themes is ordered by the number of comments in each group, presuming that frequency is indicative of more common or more intensely held beliefs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thematic Group</th>
<th>Sub-Theme Comment [Facebook Post # in Table 1]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. Sugar, Fat, and Nutrients (n = 118) | Fat and Sugar (n = 37)  
What they take out of whole milk they replace with sugar/sweetener. [#5]  
The lower the fat content, the higher the sugar content. [#1]  
And full of sugar! [#7]  
Flavored sugar filled milk contributes way more to childhood obesity. [#12]  
This is so wrong. Stop selling garbage information to young parents and killing our babies with sugar. [#12]  
Sugar water [#3]  
Nutrients (n = 35)  
I could be wrong, but aren’t all nutrients super-heated out then added back in? Hydrogenated [sic] means super-heated. [#13]  
With that logic lots of things are “packed” with nutrients, but the amounts are very little. [#13]  
One percent milk has no vitamins to make bones grow strong and help the teeth also. [#12]  
Healthy Fat (n = 31)  
Actually low fat has been shown to be ineffective at weight loss. [#7]  
Fat is required to digest nutrients found in milk. [#14]  
Did you know that the fat in whole milk is good for you? [#4]  
Yup fat and cholesterol are good for you. [#1]  
Wow another lie this milk . . . has no vitamins at all be it’s in the fat content...take a nutrition class. [#2]  
Fat is Good for Children (n = 16)  
There are fats in whole milk that help children’s brain development. [#14]  
For adults it’s better, but for children it’s not. [#6]  
Children’s brains NEED good fats to develop. [#12]  |
Table 2. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thematic Group</th>
<th>Sub-Theme Comment [Facebook Post # in Table 1]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 2. Defiant \( (n = 110) \) | Rejection \( (n = 75) \)  
BS, 1% milk is worthless. [#4]  
No one really knows self is good or bad for you now-a-days. [#3]  
Don’t care. Not drinking 1%. [#10] |
| Tyranny \( (n = 8) \) | How about we let the parents do the parenting…….1% is yuck! [#12]  
Government at work in our homes wow!!!! [#4]  
Stupid government telling people how to eat and everyone's falling for it. SMH. [#12] |
| 3. Watery Milk \( (n = 98) \) | Sensory Experience \( (n = 77) \)  
Might as well drink water. No taste. [#6]  
It’s blue tinged. [#12]  
When I drink milk, I want to taste milk, not water. [#9]  
My words exactly whole milk...1% is blue water!! [#3] |
| Cost \( (n = 8) \) | They make more money off 1% milk! (Less milk and more water!) [#3]  
It's about money. [#10]  
You are paying for mostly water. [#13]  
Read the labels folks. They must own stock in a water company [#16] |
| 4. Personal Preference \( (n = 93) \) | Likes High-Fat Milk \( (n = 50) \)  
Whole milk all the way. [#3]  
Whole milk is my favorite. [#5]  
2% is my fav. [#6] |
| Likes Low-Fat Milk \( (n = 30) \) | I love skim milk! [#1]  
1% is our choice. [#5]  
We have been drinking 1% for years, and love it. [#9] |
| Raw Milk \( (n = 23) \) | Straight from the cow or nothing. [#6]  
Not just whole milk but whole RAW milk is the healthiest of all. [#4]  
I want it fresh from the cow: [#6] |
| 5. Evidence and Logic \( (n = 79) \) | Scientific Evidence \( (n = 38) \)  
False advertising. There is absolutely no scientific evidence that people who drink cow's milk have stronger bones. [#3]  
Studies have come out to show that's not true. Whole milk is best. [#12]  
My son’s Dr says that 2% is best. [#12]  
I challenge the person who came up with this crazy idea to prove it.[#12] |
| Anecdotal Evidence \( (n = 32) \) | Whole milk is the best. Pioneers didn't have 1% and they survived just fine. [#3]  
I find it funny that our grandparents and great grandparents drank whole milk if it wasn't straight from a cow and lived to be a ripe old age. [#3]  
I've been drinking whole milk my entire life and have never been over weight, even after two kids. [#13] |
| Exercise \( (n = 14) \) | Walk a little more and enjoy the 2 percent. [#9]  
Fat free or low fat isn’t the answer. Portion control and exercise. [#14]  
Wore the Time we talk about this you could have walked outside and said high to the neighbors, and burnt more fat than a glass of milk would provide. [#12] |
| Nature \( (n = 33) \) | There's nothing wrong with the milk God made. [#22]  
The vitamins and minerals are added to 1% they aren’t natural. [#9]  
Milk is from nature. Store milk is from chemistry. [#6] |
| 6. Pure and Natural \( (n = 64) \) | Milk Alternatives \( (n = 21) \)  
I will just drink my almond milk! [#14]  
Cow’s milk is nasty. I much prefer plant milks. [#3]  
Use unsweetened soy milk and let the calves drink the milk they should be getting. [#13] |
| Contamination \( (n = 19) \) | May have Vitamin D but it also has growth hormones that are not good for us!! [#2]  
Milk has pus from cows, hormones and antibiotics. [#13]  
Investigate the chemicals used to remove the fat from milk!! [#6] |

Note: The \( n \) for each major thematic group is the number of non-duplicate comments in the group, which may be less than the sum of the \( n \) comments for the sub-themes in that group.
3.1. Thematic Group 1: Sugar, Fat, and Nutrients

Sugar, fat, and nutrients had the most comments \((n = 118)\) with four sub-themes. The comments in this thematic group, whether positive or negative, refer to beliefs about the nutrients in different types of milk. Comments in the sub-theme of Fat and Sugar \((n = 37)\) refer to sugar or fat or both. Some comments were neutral, but many contained arguments against drinking 1% milk. Some Facebook users mistakenly believed that sugar was added to low-fat milk. Others considered 1% milk a trade-off, such that less fat means more sugar.

Comments in the sub-theme of Nutrients \((n = 35)\) refer to the general topic of nutrition, such as the mention of calcium or protein, or of individual differences in nutritional needs. Generally, these comments claimed that the vitamins and minerals in low-fat milk are lower in amount or quality. A second erroneous assumption was that all the vitamins in milk are fat soluble, so drinkers of low-fat milk do not absorb the vitamins in milk.

In the sub-theme of We Need the Fat, there are 31 comments. These comments argue that whole milk is better, because dietary fat is healthy or at least not harmful to health. Also, like the comments in the Nutrients sub-theme, there is the belief that low-fat milk is less nutritious. However, the comments in this sub-theme imply that the nutrients in milk are in the fat, and that removing the fat also removes the nutrients.

Finally, in the sub-theme of Fat is Good for Children, there are 16 comments. These comments refer specifically to the nutritional needs of children. These comments support giving whole milk to children, and many express the belief that fat is important for children age two and older to develop; in fact, about one out of three of these comments specifically referred to brain development.

3.2. Thematic Group 2: Defiant

Harsh or negative comments rejecting the health promotion message cluster into the second largest thematic group \((n = 110)\) with three sub-themes. The 75 comments in the sub-theme Rejection disputed the message. Examples were “why bother”, “no way”, “bull” and “yuck.” Some comments were hostile or contained profanity, and others questioned the validity of the key messages.

The sub-theme labeled Sarcasm consisted of 30 comments ridiculing the post. Notably, half of these comments emerged in response to one advertisement (Table 1, #9) that illustrated the difference in the fat content between 2% and 1% milk with the key message, “FACT: 2% milk contains double the amount of fat found in 1%”. Responses included “Well duh!” and “How much time and money were wasted to come to this incredible conclusion?” This particular ad received few likes, as well.

The third sub-theme has only eight comments, and it is labeled Tyranny. These comments often explicitly say that the health message was wrong. For example, “This is all hog wash! Give those kids REAL milk and cut the fat somewhere else.” They also refer to the message as an example of tyrannical political action and the government telling people what to do.

3.3. Thematic Group 3: Watery Milk

The formative research had revealed a pervasive belief that 1% milk was watered-down whole milk, and comments in this theme affirm that this is an important belief influencing the type of milk consumed. Each subtheme captures a unique aspect of this belief.

The Sensory Experience sub-theme made invidious comparisons of 1% to higher-fat milk, stating that whole milk is an appealing white with a pleasing thick texture and rich taste, but that 1% milk has a bluish tint with a watery texture and no flavor \((n = 31)\). In contrast, comments in the sub-theme named Watered Down \((n = 33)\) explicitly spoke of added water or called 1% milk white water or colored water. Cost, the last sub-theme in this group, contained eight comments. These comments express the view that milk producers and marketers added water to milk to make more money.
3.4. Thematic Group 4: Personal Preference

The comments clustered together in this theme focused on what type of milk the commenter preferred and not the attributes of the type of milk \((n = 93)\). Slightly more than half of these comments expressed a personal liking for 2% or whole milk through attitude or behavior. The 30 comments in the sub-theme Likes Low-Fat Milk are similar, but the personal preference is for low-fat milk. Finally, in a third sub-theme named Raw Milk, the Facebook user stated the desire to have raw milk, or to have milk straight from the cow \((n = 33)\).

3.5. Thematic Group 5: Evidence

Comments of the Facebook users in this theme \((n = 79)\) offered scientific, antidotal, or well-established facts to justify their beliefs. Those in the sub-theme we labeled Scientific Evidence \((n = 38)\) justified their position by referencing scientific evidence. The source may have been rather vague, such as a reference to research studies in general, or the source may have been fairly specific, as in a well-known television personality who offers expert advice, or their family physician. Some Facebook users cited a media outlet as the source of evidence or provided links to research findings from the media outlet itself.

In the sub-theme named Anecdotal Evidence \((n = 32)\) comments cited a personal experience or anecdotal evidence, not scientific research. These Facebook users usually referred to themselves or family members who have used whole milk for years and are healthy. Some people referenced ancestors’ consumption of milk before the west was settled, presuming these pioneers had been healthy.

The sub-theme named Exercise has 14 comments. The nature of the evidence in these comments is the fact that weight can be lost by increasing physical activity. These comments rejected the message of the health benefits of low-fat milk by asserting that the problem can be resolved with exercise.

3.6. Thematic Group 6: Pure and Natural

The last thematic group contained 64 comments, which was the smallest number of comments \((13.1\% \text{ of the total})\). These comments rejected the use of 1% milk on the grounds that it is not pure or natural.

Comments grouped in the sub-theme Nature \((n = 33)\) reflected a belief that adult milk consumption was unnatural, noting that milk is for babies and not for adults. Others rejected milk sold in stores on the grounds it was an unnatural processed food item, preferring raw milk. Similarly, but slightly different, others rejected low-fat milk claiming that it is processed but whole milk is natural.

There were 21 comments in the sub-theme Milk Alternatives. These statements rejected the use of dairy milk, sometimes on the grounds that drinking the milk of another species is unnatural, and recommend the use of milk from plants sources, such as almond or soymilk.

The third sub-theme in this group is labeled Contamination. The 19 comments in this sub-theme refer to the belief that milk products are contaminated. In some comments, the nature of the contaminant vaguely referenced chemicals or additives. Others were more specific, as in a reference to hormones, antibiotics, pus, or pesticides. A number of Facebook users linked their comments to blogs that assert that dairy contains a host of contaminates and is not safe for human consumption as evidence supporting their comments. These commenters were strongly opposed to the use of dairy milk.

4. Discussion

Facebook is a nascent community of sorts and some users want to actively participate or interact with others. A well-executed social media campaign captures the attention of the audience, who then engage with both negative and positive comments. Yet, public health campaigns have been slow to make use of the interactive nature of social media [25]. This study examined the content of spontaneous
Facebook comments made in response to a successful social marketing intervention with statewide exposure on social media, the 1% Milk campaign.

Six broad themes illustrate the types of comments that emerged. These included: (1) **Sugar, Fat, and Nutrients**, the interest in the nutritional content of milk; (2) **Defiant**, the expression of defiant and negative attitudes toward the health message; (3) **Watery Milk**, the concern that low-fat milk has added water or has the sensory qualities of water; (4) **Personal Preference**, a statement endorsing what is familiar and liked in a milk product; (5) **Evidence and Logic**, the dismissal of the health benefits of 1% milk by appeal to contrary anecdotes or to the lack of research support for the touted benefits; and (6) **Pure and Natural**, the idea that whole milk is pure and natural, but low-fat milk is impure, adulterated, or unnatural.

The thematic group **Watery Milk** contained the most common sub-theme **Sensory Experience**, with 77 comments about flavor and texture. This theme was expected, because concerns about the sensory difference between whole milk and low-fat milk appeared in our formative research, and because sensory preferences are a recognized motive for food choice [26]. In fact, taste preference is a leading reason to choose food items [26,27].

There was also the theme **Watered Down**, whose comments expressed the belief that low-fat milk has added water, implying inferior nutrition. Again, we expected to encounter this belief, as it appeared in the formative research [12,14], and it has appeared in previous research on low-fat milk [28]. These comments affirm the relevance of key messages and the need to repeat messages challenging strongly held beliefs to create a shift in attitudes [29]. Moreover, the interactive nature of social media is a desirable feature that allowed the campaign team to reply with comments to correct this mistaken idea of added water. A possible strategy for future campaigns is to monitor the frequency of such comments over time to see if they diminish.

The benefit of using the interactive nature of social media is illustrated with the thematic group **Sugar, Fat, and Nutrients**. One sub-theme in this group was **Fat and Sugar**, the belief that lower fat in milk means more sugar. This belief did not appear in formative research but emerged as a barrier to the adoption of low-fat milk for this audience segment. Because Facebook is not static, new advertising content can be developed quickly and inexpensively. ONIE took advantage of this feature and posted: “Q: Which has more sugar, 1% milk or 2%? A: Trick question! They’re the SAME.” This advertisement reached 120,704 Facebook users and received a high level of engagement.

Effective use of social media’s ability to react quickly and interact directly with the audience is also illustrated with the thematic group **Pure and Natural**. Some Facebook users argued that milk from soy or almonds was more natural, using the Choose 1% Milk campaign to promote their personal philosophical nutrition beliefs. These non-dairy milk users were not the priority audience for Choose 1% Milk campaign. Yet, comments devaluing dairy milk had the potential to adversely affect milk consumption, an unintended and undesirable outcome. The ONIE team politely responded to some of these comments to reassure milk users that dairy milk is safe. The lesson for public health practitioners is that in an interactive campaign on any topic, one may be called on to address related competing behaviors and other potential unintended consequences.

Comments in the thematic group **Personal Preference** referred to milk that was familiar and typically consumed. This theme is similar to the familiarity motive from the Food Choice Questionnaire [26], in which people said they chose a food because it “is what I usually eat” or “is like the food I ate when I was a child.” ONIE formative research also identified this theme [12,14]. As its strategy to reduce familiarity as a barrier to low-fat milk use, when online comments promoted whole or 2% milk, the ONIE team offered no response; but when comments supported low-fat milk, ONIE “liked” the comments and crafted responses affirming the behavior. In this way, the interactive nature of social media was used to further promote a positive health message.

Another thematic group in the Facebook comments was called **Evidence and Logic**. This audience segment claims to select food to promote health. Regardless of the type of milk consumed, milk users often identified health benefits as a motivating factor for the type of milk used [12,14], a factor identified
as influencing food choices generally as well [26]. This audience segment wants current scientific evidence of the health benefit and resolution of conflicting nutritional advice. Previous research has found a desire by mothers in a nutrition program to be provided with information based on trustworthy research, including external links to more information [30], and the Food Hero program recommends providing research-based information [31]. To support these Facebook users need for more information, ONIE project staff responded with research-based information and links to more information. A strategy for future campaigns would be to compile a summary of credible research findings and share the summary in replies to those who seem to want evidence to support particular claims. Also, comments directed to ONIE asked who we were and what our motives were, so we were transparent about our funding source and mission.

At the same time, not all of the comments indicated openness to scientific evidence. The thematic group Evidence and Logic included the theme of Anecdotal Evidence. These comments put little credence in scientific research evidence, and instead appealed to anecdotes. The study of the spread of misinformation has been described as network sociology, and “it may be as influential as the information content and scientific validity of a particular health topic discussed using social media” ([32], p. 517). It may be useful for future research to examine how an appeal to anecdotes affects the spread of public health messages.

The last thematic group was named Defiant. These comments expressed negative attitudes using sarcasm, hostile remarks, profanity, and cynical attitudes toward government, many of which were not appropriate for a family-oriented Facebook page. Comments like these did not arise during the formative research from focus groups or from a telephone survey, so the negative comments appear to arise from the nature of social media. One challenge for social media campaigns is how to address such negative comments. One study of Twitter examined tweets on the public health topic of HPV vaccines, with the results indicating that users exposed to negative tweets were more likely to make a negative tweet [33]. To manage the social media, ONIE staff monitored comments throughout the day and evening. Profanity was deleted, and gratuitous insults were hidden from view of anyone except ONIE staff and the Facebook user making the comment. Comments that were merely negative about the health message, with no profanity or degrading language, were ignored. It can be noted that many of these comments were directed at one post (Table 1, #9). Perhaps this message was interpreted as condescending, obvious by definition, or too simple to be interesting or informative. So there may be a lesson to be learned for social media campaigns on any health topic: messages must be simple and direct but without appearing condescending.

We found the cluster analytic method introduced here to be a useful tool to study social media content. Unlike material from a focus group in which statements are part of a dialogue and comments are related to what comes before as well as after the comment (i.e., have a meaning-laden context), the Facebook comments were brief statements, usually one sentence, and sometimes merely a phrase. Material from other social media platforms is similarly stand-alone content, such as tweets, or pictures from Instagram. Given the lack of context and narrative structure to the material and the depersonalized context, cluster analysis could be helpful in identifying similar themes. The use of and consensus among four raters also added evidence for the reliability of the results.

To maximize the use of the interactive nature of social media, we have several suggestions: be transparent about funding sources and the purpose of the campaign; repeat key messages in advertising posts countering or challenging strongly held beliefs and monitor comments to identify whether the frequency of these type of comments diminish; keep comments brief and simple without appearing condescending; develop new posts to respond quickly to themes that emerge from comments; dedicate staff to monitor comments, delete or hide those with profanity or personal attacks, engage with Facebook users who comment, and assess the influence of comments on the promoted behavior. Another lesson learned is to promote engagement by directly asking the audience to participate such as by asking a question, which allows viewers to participate immediately and quickly.
Social media is quickly becoming a dominant source of all communication including health communication, transforming with whom and how people interact, obtain information and voice their opinions. It is more engaging than other media channels for health promotion interventions because it supports dialogue, a key element in developing a critical perspective on a topic [34]. In addition, it is a sure pathway into the social networks of a person’s friends and family. Given the rapid extension of social media, public health needs to embrace this medium and do everything to add to our understanding of how to make it work to improve population health.

The adoption of 1% milk has been slow in the US. Americans need a compelling reason to adopt 1% low-fat milk. If adopting 1% low-fat milk provides health benefits sufficient to warrant repeated recommendation in the last six Dietary Guidelines for Americans, what can be done to improve adoption by the public? The comments received to the 16 posts, all of which were consistent with the recommendations made in the Dietary Guidelines for Americans since 1990, provide additional insight on the question. The subject of milk is a contested terrain in the mind of the consumer with a variety of competing perspectives grounded in accurate or mistaken nutrition knowledge about the nutritional content of the different types of milk, rational and non-rational thought (scientific evidence vs. personal preference, feelings about family or personal experience), competing scientific findings (good fat, bad fat), and political philosophy and beliefs about nature, government tyranny and corporate greed. Although some of the reasons to reject any change in milk consumption could be anticipated (such as lack of or mistaken nutrition knowledge or preference for a non-animal diet), milk consumption is a controversial issue and it is easy for people to find an opinion about milk that makes sense to them. If adopting 1% milk has all of the alleged or anticipated benefits, making a more explicit recommendation every five years will not change behavior very quickly as evidence from the last 27 years reveals. Instead, a concerted and consistent effort to acknowledge all of these competing claims and address them to the extent possible is the only apparent way to achieve the recommendation to make consumption of 1% or nonfat milk the social norm.
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